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Foreword

During the funding period, two different areas of research were

conducted in our laboratory. They are:

S ,I. Development of a photoacoustic detection scheme using nanosecond

laser pulses, and its application to semiconductor research, (in

particular, the study of two-photonabsorption in ZnS)

II. Study of nonlinear optical effects in the excitonic region of

CdS. In this work, bound-exciton laser action was investigated

in detail, employing a new cavity configuration. I

List of Publications:

The list of publications which resulted from this research are as

" follows:

1) -"Photoacoustic Detection of Polarization-Dependent Nonlinear

Optical Effects in Crystals," Y. Bae, J.J. Song, and Y.B. Kim,

Proceedings of the Second International Topical Meeting on

Photoacoustic Spectroscopy (Opt. Soc. Am. 1981).

2) "Photoacoustic Detection of Nanosecond-Pulse-Induced Optical

Absorption in Solids;" Y. Bae, J.J. Song,.and Y.B. Kim, Appl.

Opt. 21, 35 (19821.

3) "Photoacoustic Study of Two-Photon Absorption in Hexagonal ZnS;"

Y. Bae, J.J. Song, and Y.B. Kim, J. Appl. Phys. 53, 615 (1982).

11) "Visits to Laser Research Laboratories in Japan;" J.J. Song,

Scientific Bulletin (ONR-Far East) 7, 45 (1982).

' 5) "Laser Oscillations in the Bound-Excitonic Region of CdS," W.C.

Wang and J.J. Song, Fourth International Conference on Dynamical
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Processes in the Excited States of Solids, July 1983; J. Opt.

Soc. Am. 73, 1387 (1983).

6) "Bound-Exciton Laser Action in CdS;" W.C. Wang and J.J. Song,

Annual Meeting of Optical Society of America, October 1983; J.

Opt. Soc. Am. 73, 1928 (1983).

7) "Laser Oscillations in the Bound-Excitonic Region of CdSj" J.J.
~F

Song and W.C. Wang, J. Appl. Phys. 55, 660 (1984).

8) "Resonant Pumping of CdS Laser; study of formation and decay of

I, bound excitons," J.J. Song and W.C. Wang (in preparation).

Next, the outcome of our research efforts will be presented, and

its significance, discussed.

I Photoacoustic Effect

1) Detection of nanosecond-laser-induced optical absorption.

Photoacoustic detection is a sensitive mehtod for observing weak

optical absorption in a variety of materials. In most cases, however,

chopped cw laser radiation or relatively long (microsecond) laser

" pulses were employed as the input laser sources. This was because the

*optical absorption depends on the energy (i.e. number of photons) of

" the input lasers, and consequently, longer pulses resulted in higher

photoacoustic signals.

For nonlinear optical studies, what is important is the laser

peak power, not the energy of each pulse. Unfortunately, there was no

report of using short (nanosecond) laser pulses for photoacoustic

detection. Furthermore, there was great confusion in deciding proper
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(in terms of speed). transducers for short pulses.

We took a systematic approach to determining suitable (right

speed) detectors and found that the detectors exhibit resonant

behavior which depends on the length and material of transducers.

(See Table 1, Bae et al, Appl. Opt. 1982.) This seemingly obvious and

imirple aspect of photoacoustic detection as overlooked or

misunderstood by other research groups. We were thus the first group

who successfully observed nanosecond-laser-induced absorption in

-6
solids. The sensitivity of our detection scheme was 10 cm/MW in

case of two photon absorption. The application of the photoacoustic

detection to the study of two-photon absorption in ZnS is reported

next.

2) Photoacoustic study of two-photon absorption in Hexagonal ZnS.

In the study of two-photon absorption (TPA), one of the

fundamental questions is whether the observed TPA is a two-step

-- one-photon process or a one-step two-photon process. One way of

finding this out is to change the polarization direction of the laser

beam with respect to the crystalline axes of the ZnS sample. (See Bae

*. et al, J. Appl. Phys. 1982.) By comparing the data with the

group-theoretical analysis, it was concluded that the TPA we observed

belonged to the latter case (i.e. one-step process).

By observing the dispersion of TPA, it was also found that TPA in

ZnS occurs via allowed-forbidden type processes. This was further

supported by the measurement of linear-circular dichroism, and by

comparing our data with the theoretical prediction of Beregulin et. al

(see Bae et al, J. Appl. Phys. 1982).
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II. Optical Properties of CdS in the Excitonic Region

The changes in optical properties of CdS which occur under pulsed

laser excitation are very complex, controversial and not well

understood in spite of the fact that these optical properties of CdS

have been widely investigated since the'advent of pulsed laser sources

(specifically the N2 lasers). In the course of executing wave-mixing

experiments, we also encountered complications. It was found that the

experimental data were extremely sensitive to the quality of the input

laser beams. For definitive interpretation of the data, the spectral

and spatial purity of two incident laser beams was required. Since

our home-made pulsed dye lasers were unable to deliver the desired

high quality beams, we were forced to modify our goals, and

investigated laser-action In CdS, which required only one laser.

Also, the requirement of the excitation beam quality was not so

stringent in this case. We made, however, significant contributions

to the physics-aspect of CdS laser action as well as to the

engineering-aspect of semiconductor lasers in general. To summarize:

I) We have utilized an external cavity configuration which was never

applied to semiconductor lasers before.

ii) The lasing could be achieved in the themperature range of 5-2500K

without heat sinking. This implies that room temperature laser

operation may be feasible with proper heat sinking.

iII) At liquid helium temperature, the lasing was attributed to
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acoustic-phonon-coupled I, bound exciton transitions.

iv) The resonant behavior of lasing processes was observed, from

which the formation and decay routes of bound excitons can be

revealed.

v) The lasing frequencies higher than I, bound exciton energy was

observed.

In light of the fact that optically pumped semiconductor lasers

are of great interest to the scientific community, it is worthwhile to

elaborate on the significance of our cavity design. Also discussed

next will be the physical significance of our findings on the bound

exciton laser action in CdS.

1) Why external cavity? Why longitudinal pumping?

Typical semiconductor laser cavities are formed by two parallel

surfaces of the semiconducting sample Itself or by two parallel

mirrors separated by short distance (-mm). In this case, there is no

space to insert a frequency selecting element. Recently, a long (-20

cm) cavity was introduced by an MIT group. The lasing photons,

however, were collected by a micorscopic objective lens which was

located right next to the sample inside the cavity. This lens

intorduced additional optical loss of the laser cavity resulting in

the higher laser threshold and additonal difficulty in the cavity

alignment. Our design of the hemispherical cavity condiguration is

p-5



unique in the sense that the cavity length was long enough (-5cm) for

the insertion of a frequency selecting element, and that the

microscopic objective lens was eliminated by a concave mirror. This

design, of course, can be applied to any semiconductor lasers

including heterostructure compound semiconducting superlattice lasers.

The longitudinal-pumping method weemployed has advantages over

traditional transverse-pumping. In the case of the latter, at least

three sample surfaces need to be good (polished or cleaved), whereas

in the case of the former, only two good surfaces are required.

Furthermore, when combined with an external cavity-configuration,

as-grown samples can be used, thereby greatly simplifying sample

preparation procedures. These features are particularly attractive

for selecting samples that are likely to lase prior to the detailed

investigation of lasing characteristics. Particularly large

applications will be found in heterstructure semiconducting

superlattice lasers. There have been great efforts by researchers to

lase the superlattices along the axis normal to the layers. (This is

an important research topic at the Electrotechnical Laboratories in

Japan, and PI had a lengthy discussion with Dr. Takafumi Yao on this

subject during her visit to ETL, December 1983). Our laser

configuration seems particularly suited to this purpose.

In summary, the pumping and lasing goemetry we employed has wide

applications in tunable solid-state (semiconductors and color-centers,

for example) lasers. It remains to be seen, however, whether

superlattices such as GaAs/AtGaAs or GaSb/AtSb can be lased

perpendicular to the layers.

-6-
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2) Bound-Exciton Laser Action in CdS.

There are several optical transitons which can lead to laser

oscillations in CdS at LHe temperature. The lasing at the P-bnad at

'1905A or at A-LO at 4927A has previously been observed by many

researchers. The P-band which appears only under a high excitation

condition was first identified in 1970, as arising from

exciton-exciton interactions. The A-LO band originating from the

LO-phonon-assisted A exciton transitions, usually exhibits higher

lasing threshold than the P-band.

The bound excitons have also been speculated to be associated

with possible laser oscillations in the CdS. Nearly all as-grown CdS

platelet samples contain impurity centers, to which excitons can be

* bound at low temperatures. Two prominent bound excitons at 4876A and

41889A are called 12 and I,, respectively. We have clearly observed

I,-related laser oscillations, but not the laser action involving 12

-1
contrary to previous predictions. The large gain (-300 cm ) observed

in the Ii region also indicates that there is a need to reexamine the

previously reported electron-hole liquid picture in CdS. The claim

was based on the gain-spectra which overlaps with the large gain we

observed near I, under relatively low (-10 kw/cm 2) pumping density,

which is too low even for electron-hole plasma formation. The

relatively broad (-10 cm- ) gain profile is believed to be associated

with acoustic phonon coupling. What is noteworthy is that the lasing

was observed at higher frequencies than I. That is, the anti-Stokes

side wing of I exhibited laser oscillations. To our knowledge, this

is the first report on such lasing in any semiconductors.
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We also observed that the threshold of laser action depended on

the pumping frequencies (resonant-phenomenon). When the pumping

energy coincided with the energy of the 1-neutral-acceptor, bound to

* 1-exciton instead of A-exciton, the laser output showed resonant

enhancement. This observation indicates that one route of creating I,

bound excitons is to form a B-bound exciton at the site of the

participating neutral-acceptors, and then the hole is scattered from

B- to A- band to form A-bound I, excitons. A wealth of information on

bound exciton dynamics can be obtained when picosecond lasers are

utilized for above-mentioned resonant pumping experiments.

Finally, it should be mentioned that CdS crystals are currently

drawing a lot of attention from the optics (and physics) community.

Optical Bistability was observed from CdS at 2K near 12 bound exciton

transitions. The exact mechanism for the observed OB, however, has

riot yet been identified. The OB due to the renormalization of the

band gap of CdS was also recently reported. Since OB originates from

the intensity-dependent change of optical properties, to which laser

action is closely related, we believe that OB can also be observed

near I, without much difficulty. We also believe that our findings

will be of great help to understand complicated intensity-dependent

optical changes that take place near excitons.
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VISITS TO LASER REStEARCH LABORATORIES IN JAPAN

Jin 1. Song

The high level of Japanese quantum electronics technology and the laser-related
research is well-known. They keep abreast of the most up-to-date U.S. research activities
in this area by sending their research personnel to U.S. laboratories, and also through the
5 iannual topical meetings such as the J.S.-lapan light scattering symposium or the

•* I.S.-Japan laser workshops.

During May 1981, 1 visited some of the leading Japanese laser laboratories which
were geographically scattered from Kyoto to Sendai. Overall, the common interests of
Japanese researchers were very much in line with the U.S. (or rather international)
research trend. This again reflects their efficiency in information gathering. Not
surprisingly, some of them acquired their early experience with lasers at U.S. laboratories.
Their current interests include short duration subpicosecond pulse generation, high power
IJV exciiner laser technology, short wavelength coherent light pulse generation, and their
applications.

The research laboratories I visitied are in chronological order as follows:

- University of Electrocomnmunications (Chofu)
- Institute of Solid State Physics (Tokyo)
- Tsukuba University and Electrotechnical Laboratory (Tsukuba)
- Institute for Molecular Science (Okazaki)
- Kvoto Universitv (Kyoto)
- Research Institute of Electrical Communication (Tohoku)

. brief summary of my observations and impressions at each laboratory is presented
in the order shown above.

"" I NIVERMlTY OF ELECTROCOMMUNICATIONS

)everal laser-related research laboratories in Japan were visited during 11-20 May
19Sl. My first day on this trip was spent at the Institute for Laser Science (ILS),
I lniver :tv of Electroconm unications in Chofu near Tokyo. The institute was established
for the purpose of developing new lasers and laser materials. The director, and my host,
Professor H. Takurna, is an internationally recognized laser scientist. Under his strong

. leadership, the several young researchers I met seemed very enthusiastic about their
projects. One of the major programs was to construct electron-beam-pumped high power
exirner lasers for future applications in fusion research. This project was to be more
vigorousl, pursued with the completion of the new building now under construction. Some
of the ongoing projects included the study of laser interaction with atomic vapors (sodium
and rubidium) and nonlinear wave mixing laser spectroscopy in molecular beams (in
particular, coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy). A project similar to the latter has
been carried out by Professor R. Buyer's group at Stanford University. The research at ILS
also included the investigation of lasing action in rare-earth ion-doped glass material. As
an efficient pumping source for Tm 3+: fluorophosphate glass, the XeF laser was proposed.

The institute was very well-equipped and the experimental apparatus
• veIl-maintained. Nmong the lasers I saw at ILS were:

two high power argon ion lasers (coherent radiation),

45



- one krypton ion laser (coherent radiation),
- two ring dye lasers (coherent radiation and spectra-physics),
- two Nd:YAG lasers and dye lasers (molectron), and
- small cw dye lasers and a homemade Nd:YAG laser.

In addition, there seemed to be no shortage in manpower as far as electronic technical
support was concerned (may be due to its affiliat;on with the university). This was
reflected in their computerized experimental apparatus, and a very sophisticated
homemade high speed signal integrator which is far more efficient than a commercial
boxcar integrator.

The general atmosphere of ILS was very much like that of any university laboratory
in the U.S. It seemed that research topics could be chosen with a great deal of freedomand flexibility, and that their research interests were not confined to studying new laser

*. systems. In this sense, the institute has great potential to attract imaginative scientists
and to carry out frontier research in the very near future. The institute, however, was at a
formative (developing) stage, and at the time of my visit they appeared to have more ideas
and equipment than their research personnel could handle.

THE INSTITUTE FOR SOLID STATE PHYSICS

The Institute for Solid State Physics (ISSP) at the UniversiLy of Tokyo was visited on
May 12. It is widely known as one of the leading research institutes in the world with 25
years of history. Due to the limited time I had, my visit was restricted mainly to the laser
physics and spectroscopy group. The group consists of three subgroups, each headed by
Professors S. Shionoya, T. Yajima, and H. Kuroda, respectively. I had the opportunity to
meet with all three distinguished scientists.

Professor Shionoya has been engaged in laser spectroscopy in solid state materials for
more than a decade. In particular, he made significant contributions to the understanding
of excited states in semiconductors, and those of ions in crystals and glasses by employing
luminescence spectroscopy techniques. He was one of the first to extensively use short
laser pulses to probe dynamics of optically excited states in semiconductors and insulators
by observing the evolution of the luminescence spectra with nanosecond and picosecond
time resolution. His work on high density electron hole plasma in direct gap
semiconductors such as CdS, CdSe, and GaAs as well as on excitonic molecules in CuCl and
CuBr has been the subject of an invited talk at numerous international laser spectroscopy
conferences. One of the laser systems extensively used in his recent work is a broadly
tunable Nd:YAG - parametric oscillator giving out 30 psec pulses. (Shorter pulses are
desirable in some cases, but this system has the advantage that it can produce pulses from

* UV to infrared.)

Recently, Professor Shionoya's group has employed nonlinear laser spectroscopic
techniques. Unlike spontaneous luminescence techniques, coherence effects of the excited
states can be extracted from nonlinear spectroscopy. The wave mixing method they
adopted has nothing new in itself, but very interesting material properties are being
revealed. Their work is usually very thorough, meticulous, and reliable. This group is
rather a newcomer in the nonlinear laser spectroscopy community. With their knowledge in
materials and their background in basic spectroscopy, however, they will be as formidable
and productive with their nonlinear optical work as they have been with their luminescence
work.

Professor H. Kuroda's group carries out research on basic laser physics, as well as on
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the interaction of high power laser pulses with matter. Their samples under investigation
t. ranged from plasma to semiconductors under strong laser pulse irradiation. One of their
- goals is to produce high power, short (in duration as well as in wavelength) laser pulses. A
-  high power (100 GW) KrF laser, --I TW Nd:glass lasers and a hybrid system (Nd:YAG laser

" plus 5-stage excimer amplifiers) were being developed for fusion research. Picosecond
fl VUV-pulse-generation and x-ray laser action were also under study, together with

stimulated Raman/Brillouin scattering in plasma.

K- Professor T. Yajima is well-known for his pioneering work in quantum electronics and
nonlinear optics. In 1975, he proposed to apply resonant Rayleigh-type wave mixing
techniques to the study of ultrafast (usually less that psec) relaxation phenomena in
condensed media. Nonlinear wave mixing in transparent region (laser wavelength is below
the absorption gap of the material) was fairly well understood largely through Professor N.
Bloembergen's work at Harvard University. (He received the 1981 Nobel prize in physics
for his contribution in wave mixing phenomena, among other things.) When the laser
community was moving toward resonant wave mixing in condensed media, Professor
Yajimas's proposition and theoretical prediction was timely and prophetic. Ultrafast
transient phenomena was usually investigated in time domain by use of (sub) picosecond
lasers. With Rayleigh-type wave mixing, picosecond phenomena can be observed in the
frequency domain by long (for example, nanosecond laser pulses which are easily
accessible) pulses. Professor Yajimas's group experimentally demonstrated this in dye
solutions and determined longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates of the excited states
of the dye molecules. Our group at the University of Southern California adopted a
somewhat different wave mixing technique to measure subpicosecond relaxation rates in
liquids and solids. Our technique is sometimes termed as polarization spectroscopy of

. Kerr-type (as opposed to Rayleigh-type) mixing spectroscopy. In polarization spectroscopy,
the polarization change of the probe beam induced by the strong pump beam is examined,

.' whereas in Rayleigh-type mixing, signal frequency is different from the probe or pump
frequency. Even though there are some differences in experimental requirements and
observed spectra, fundamental principles can be considered almost the same for both cases.

Professor Yajima recently employed subpicosecond laser pulses for a comprehensive
- study of wave mixing processes. (Comprehensive in the sense that both transient and

stationary nonlinear effects are studied.) One of the new schemes is a degenerate wave
* mixing method which is designed to yield some information on relaxation rates regardless

of the relative magnitude of relaxation times and the pulse width.

One of Professor Yajima's projects, during the past couple of years, was to produce
and analyze subpicosecond pulses from a dye laser pumped by an argon laser. In 1980, his
group reported the generation of pulses of - 0.13 psec duration. (Their
synchronously-pumped-passively-mode-locked laser scheme is similar to the one developed
by J.C. Diels at North Texas State University.) In 1981, C.V. Shank and his coworkers at
Bell Laboratories at Holmdel, New Jersey, reported successful generation of 90
femtosecond (0.09 psec) dye laser pulses by employing a novel colliding-pulse-mode-locking
method. Yajima's group further introduced a method of amplifying subpicosecond pulses in
which the dye laser medium acts as an amplifier pumped by an Nd:YAG laser. Now that

." they are equipped with short, strong (amplified) pulses for nonlinear subpicosecond laser
spectroscopy, they can thoroughly investigate the relationship between the spectral and
temporal responses of the nonlinear optical processes. From the theoretical as well as
experimental point of view, Professor Yajima's group is ahead of any researchers in the
world in the area of applying wave mixing methods to the study of ultrafast relaxation
processes.
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TSUKUBA UNIVERSITY

Tsukuba Science City was visited on May 13 and 14. The city looked very much like a
large university campus in the U.S. It was designed to house government research
laboratories. The whole research complex is called the AIST Tsukuba Research Center
(Agency of Industrial Science and Technology). My host here was Professor H. Shirakawa
of the University of Tsukuba. Professor Shirakawa's research was centered on the
preparation and characterization of doped organic polymer systems such as iodine-doped
polycetylene. Due to their high electric conductivity and large optical nonlinearity, these %

.. sort of polymers have been receiving much attention from both academia and industry. In
the past, Professor Shirakawa and his coworkers employed optical spectroscopy to
elucidate structural details of polycetylene.

The other laboratories I visited at Tsukuba University were those engaged in
* optics-oriented research. The laboratories were, in my opinion, not very well-equipped and

their programs were oriented for student projects. Their Raman spectroscopy apparatus,
however, was very up-to-date from the laser source to the computer-controlled detection

*scheme.

THE ELECTROTECHNICAL LABORATORY

The Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) which I visited is only one of the many
national research laboratories in the Tsukuba Science City. It is the largest national
research organization specializing in electricity and electronics in Japan. Although the

.1 research activities of ETL encompasses a very wide range of fundamental and applied
research, my visit was mainly with the laser research group in the Radio and
Optoelectronics Division. Among the many subjects of their research is the study of very
fundamental processes in atomic vapor. Recently, they investigated theoretically as well
as experimentally, the second harmonic generation (SHG) of strong ND:YAG laser pu'ses in
sodiurn vapor without an externally applied electric field. Unlike usual SHG in vapors, the
spontaneously generated electric field from the laser interaction caused SHG in their case.

Significant effort was being made to develop subpicosecond lasers and high power UV
and VUV coherent light sources. In this sense, their program somewhat overlaps with that
of the laser group at ISSP or of Professor Takuma's group at the Electrotechnical
University. I was told during my visit that ETL was ahead of others in Japan in KrF eximer
laser technology. They were also quite successful in operating a subpicosecond dye laser
system. The design was similar to that of Yajima's group. Picosecond pulses were also
generated from flashlamp-pumped dye lasers and semiconductor lasers.

It was interesting to find out that the major research personnel involved in the
successful picosecond or KrF laser projects had recently been visiting scientists at the
leading research laboratories abroad (namely the National Research Council of Canada and
Professor D.J. Bradek'" 's group at the Imperial College, London). I also noticed that they
were very young scientists.

THE INSTITUTE FOR MOLECULAR SCIENCE

The Institute for Molecular Science (IMS) in Okazaki is truly an outstanding
organization in terms of facility, equipment, and research personnel. The institute is
involved with nearly all branches of molecular science. My host was Professor K.
Yoshihara, leader of the division of electronic structure. Professor Yoshihara's team was

" studying electronic structure of excited states, photochemical reactions of organic
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*. compounds, transient phenomena in biology, etc. One of their probing methods was to use
". picosecond lasers for time resolved spectroscopy. In their study, fluorescence decays from

the excited states were monitored as a function of time. The technique in itself was
" similar to the one used in Professor Shionoya's laboratory for their semiconductor research.

The division of molecular structure employs a wide variety of spectroscopic
techniques to identify transient species in chemical reactions and to understand details of
reaction mechanisms. Their light sources cover a wide range in wavelength, from
microwave to UV. Their projects included the development of sophisticated high resolution
light scattering spectrometer employing a Fabrey-Perot interferometer and a multichannel
analyzer. Various methods of two-beam spectroscopy were included in their probing
techniques. To name a few, they were IR-visible double resonance spectroscopy and
two-beam thermal lensing spectroscopy, which are somewhat related to nonlinear laser
spectroscopy. A CARS setup (a nonlinear wave mixing method) was being developed using
nanosecond pulses.

The Division of Molecular Assembly studies the electronic properties of the organic
solids by means of UV and VUV photoelectron spectroscopy. Photoconduction of organic
semiconductors, photoionization processes in diatomic molecules, light scattering from
graphite intercalates, and electrical property of ferrocytochrome C were also among their
research subjects. The more recent push of this group, however, seemed to lie in molecular
beam spectroscopy. Many newly constructed molecular beam apparatus were noticed.

What I have observed at IMS amounts to only a very small portion of their research
activities. The common denominator of the various research divisions was the study of
photon-molecule interactions. The large laboratory space, abundant in equipment,
including all kinds of U.S.-made lasers (among them were Spectra-physics Ring dye lasers =

and a color center laser manufactured by Burleigh Incorporated, New York) and the
technical support from the Instrument Center or Computer Center, could easily be the
subject of envy of any visitor.

From the viewpoint of laser spectroscopic techniques, they seemed more interested
in modifying and using already established techniques for their purposes rather than
developing or adopting any new (not so well established) methods. One area which I felt
they were yet to explore was coherent transient phenomena (nonlinear optical effect). This
area is being extensively studied by chemists at California Institute of Technology, the
University of California at Berkeley, the University of Pennsylvania, and Stanford

*i University.

- IKYOTO UNIVERSITY

Professor M. Matsuoka's laboratory at Kyoto University was briefly visited on May
18. Professor Matsuoka is one of the younger Japanese laser physicists who has received
international recognition. He has worked with Professor Bloembergen at Harvard
University, as well as with Professor S.R. Hartmann at Columbia University. Thus, he has
had the opportunity to be associated with world authorities in nonlinear optics and the
related phenomena.

Professor Matsuoka was studying coherent transient effects in vapors as well as in
condensed phase samples. His group first demonstrated picosecond-backward photon echo
effects in sodium vapor. The backward echo scheme is attractive for the application in
picosecond spectroscopy since it alleviates the use of optical shutters with slow (nsec)
responses. This scheme could be related to phase-conjugation effects or Professor Yajima's
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recent time domain spectroscopy. Incidentally. Matsuoka carried out some of his work at
IMS in Okazaki, and is a graduate of Yajima's laboratory.

A new picosecond laser system was under construction, based on the Kuizenga type
Nd:YAG laser. Briefly, the Kuizenga model is a pseudo-cw-mode-locked, Q-switched
laser. To my knowledge, the Kuizenga version of the Nd:YAG laser is not so simple to
operate. In contrast to the modern, spacious IMS facilities, Professor Matsuoka's research %
was being carried out mostly in one large room in an old building. Nonetheless, they are an
extremely productive group.

THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION

Professor H. Inaba's laboratory was located at the Research Institute of Electrical
Communication, Tohoku University in Sendai. Professor Inaba had early access to laser
research during his stay at Stanford University in the early 1960s. He has been a prominent
figure in the international quantum electronics circle for a long period of time. His
research reflects such diversity and flexibility that it did not seem possible to grasp all his
activities in just one visit.

Both fundamental and applied research was being carried out. Some of their research
topics were-

- study on laser radars for remote sensing of air pollutants,
- generation of coherent optical waves up to VUV,
- laser Raman and Mie scattering (application is extended to medical field),
- fabrication of semiconductor lasers-integrated nonlinear optics (picosecond,

tunable, high repetition-rate), and
- development of new excimer lasers, etc.

Their recent efforts appeared to be more centered on integrated nonlinear optical devices.

As in Kyoto University, the laboratory building was old and there seemed to be a
" shortage of laboratory space. The research group consisted of twenty or so students and

Ph.D.'s, and appeared to be well-organized and efficiently functioning. That could be one
of the factors contributing to their continued success in the ever changing quantum
electronics field.
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Laser oscillations in the bound-excitonic region of CdS)
J.J. Song and W. C. Wang
University of Southern California, Department of Physics, Los Angeles, California 90089-0484

(Received 14 June 1983; accepted for publication 6 September 1983)

By employing a simple hemispherical resonator configuration, laser oscillations were observed
from vapor-grown undoped CdS platelets pumped by 4-nsec dye laser pulses. The lasing shifted
toward longer wavelengths from 4885 to 5180 A by varying the temperature of the samples from 5
to 250 *K. The laser emission observed at low temperatures is attributed to the acoustic-phonon-
coupled 1, bound-exciton transitions. The resonant behavior of this laser process is also reported.

PACS numbers: 42.55.Px, 78.45. + h, 42.60.By, 42.60.Da

I. INTRODUCTION 1, show the stimulated emission-like behavior."" The lower

Recently, an optically-pumped CdS laser in an external energy wing of the 12 in the emission spectra of CdS is some-

cavity was reported by Wiinstel et al. and Roxlo etal.". In times referred as the M band and that of I, as the PM band 9

both cases, the resonator cavity was formed by two plane- Although somewhat controversial, the M band is generally

parallel mirrors. As the pumping source, a pulsed Ruby laser accepted as due to biexciton decay whereas the PM band is

(6943 A) was used in the case of the former and a cw (or regarded as an acoustic-phonon wing of the 1,'0.

mode-locked) argon laser (4765 A) was used in the case of the Huber et al. observed indications of lasing from an e-
latter. The highest temperature at which the lasing could be beam-pumped compound semiconductor CdSO.7 Seo.23 at
accomplished in the above-mentioned work was 140 °K.2  5382 A and attributed it to I2 transitions." Liebing et al.

By employing a hemispherical cavity configuration, we observed laser-like sharp features in the PM band of a CdS
have observed laser oscillations from undoped CdS platelets excited by the second harmonic of the Ruby laser radiation
in the temperature range between 5 and 250 *K. The samples at the power density higher than 2.2 MW/cm2 ." In this

were pumped by 4-nsec dye laser pulses at z4830 A. At case, however, other features such as the 12, the M and the P

. liquid-helium (LHe) temperature, the lasing was observed in band were still present in the spectra together with the laser-
the region of 4880- 4900 A with the polarization vector of like spikes in the P, region. In other words, the lasing effect
the emission beam perpendicular to the C axis of the sample. was not clearly demonstrated. Based on the above-men-

The dominant mechanism for this laser process is attributed tioned observation, Liebing et al. proposed a laser system
to the acoustic-phonon coipled I, bound-exciton transi- involving 1, or 1, bound excitons and acoustic phonons.' 2

tions. With the increase of the sample temperature, the las- Here we report on the clear observation of such laser pro-
ing wavelength increased so that at 250 °K the lasing wave- cesses in the I, region. We could not, however, observe the
length was 5180 A in the samples we studied. laser action involving 12 bound excitons.

There are several optical transitions which can lead to
"" laser oscillations in CdS at LHe temperature. The lasing at I EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

the P band at 4905 A or at A-LO at 4927 A has previously The CdS samples used in this work were undoped va-
* been observed by many researchers.' The P band which ap- por-grown platelets with thickness ranging from 10 to 50p.

pears only under a high excitation condition was first identi- The optical resonator cavity was formed by a flat back reflec-
fled by Madge et al. in 1970, as arising from exciton-exciton tor (mirror AI and a concave output coupling mirror (mirror
interactions.4 The A-LO band originating from the LO- B) as shown in Fig. I The CdS platelets were mounted on the
phonon-assisted A exciton transitions, usually exhibits high- mirror A (sapphire substrates with z 10D% reflectivity di-
er lasing threshold than the P band. ". electric coating) using silicon oil of high viscosity The sap-

The bound exc'tons have also been speculated to be as- phire mirror was then mounted on the copper cold finger of a
sociated with possible laser oscillations in CdS.s'7 Nearly all crytstat iAir Products Helitran LT-3- 110 and a temperature
as-grown CdS platelet samples contain impurity centers, to controller model APD-EI using silicon grease The cryogen-
which excitons can be bound at low temperatures. Two it, dewar was attached to an xvz translation stage It also had

" prominent bound excitons at z 4867 A and : 488q A are two degree% of freedom ofrotatlion. one rotation with respicl
* called 12 (neutral donor-bound) and 1, (neutral acceptor- to the i axis and the other. to the: axm In this wa), different

bound), respectively." spots ofa %ample could he examined more convenith Uhe
When highly excited by laser pulses or electron-heam mirror H %ith '117 dielctritk oating in the woir.ave sike,

(e-beam) bombardment the low energy sides of the I, and the %a% I m in diam and had " m f(.al kngth Tho output

,oupler was also mounted on an iv: translati(in tW The

tiitancei hetwenr the tuo mirror% *as 1, cm 11 is itbe noterd

' portion ofthis work wai pre nted at the 4th Internaul al ,, ihal the ml. ekm rt-tt hr .ampk and the irror
on the Dynamial~a Proeessesinithe Excied StAte% f So'tmd %iant, vd A wa4 uarlf dewilt windos

*." fornia. Jul) 1981 the %ampk wa, ci, tied hA a htuel', fvk kmited beam

am J, App Pts. N (3). 1 Fobnal" 1964 0021 .. 7'4,03OWO05 40 904 Amsr, ingt*As of Phym0
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FIG. I. Experimental setup. The optical cavity is formed by the mirrors A o 4890
and B. The mirror C is translated out of the cavity when observing laser
oscillations. P and L indicate the optical path through which the photolu- E
minescence and the laser emission signals were collected. WL to

i,
_J

from a pulsed dye laser (IOPPS) pumped by the third har- 1I 0 ...... 1 Ii ....
monic of 1.06/ Nd:YAG laser radiation. In this experiment, pump power

a prism-type dye laser was used and the lasing medum was FIG. 3. Peak power of the laser emission is plotted against the pump power

Coumarin 480 mixed with methanol. The dye laser beam level. The peak powerof lOWin frontofthesamplecorrespondstoapproxi-

* was spatially filtered to ensure a relatively homogeneous mately 14 in the horizontal scale.

beam profile on the sample. The peak power of the laser
beam incident on the sample was less than 100 W. If neces-
sary, the dye laser power was reduced by use of calibrated
Kodak gelatin ND filters, was then made by observing the laser emission signal detect-

The CdS platelets used in this work were visually select- ed through a double monochromator (SPEX 1403) in con-
ed so as to have relatively flat and smooth surfaces on both junction with a photomultiplier and a boxcar integrator
sides. The surface quality was examined and the sample (PAR 165). The monochromator was calibrated by using a
thickness measured under a microscope. Microscopic details Hg lamp. When we needed to observe the photolumines-
of the sample such as impurity sites or concentrations are not cence spectra without disturbing the cavity alignment, a
known. small mirror (C) was inserted inside the cavity as shown in

The initial alignment of the hemispherical laser cavity Fig. 1.
was carried out using a He-Ne laser. The 6328 A laser beam
was sent through the sample normal to its surface and to the
center of the output mirror. Then the pulsed laser beam was
overlapped with the He-Ne beam on the surface of the sam-
pie. First, the mirror B was coarsely aligned so that the He-
Ne reflection from the mirror B coincided with the sample
spot excited by the pued laser beam. The fine adjustment I C$

56K

Loser Emission

CdS (A) (J) ICdS
25g A"

5iK COvity /FIG. 4. Luminescence
M e A spectra taken from the l0p

J I/ sample through the chan-
% nel P (see Fig. 1). Relative

tpump power levels as well
as the magnification factors
are shown next to the spec-x 17 X Itra. See text for details.

20300: 20600 cm 20308000 2.3-

4C:,,, 4S50 1 493'0 80 4'85 1-

I6 two spectra tkem with the optical cavity misaligned (A, and c arsI

aipn 11, the laW" frequeny posim is indicated by an arrow.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION In Fig. 4, we show the luminescence spectra taken from
Laser oscillations were observed from CdS platelets by a 10-y sample at different power densities. These spectra

carefully aligning the mirror B while watching the intensity were collected in the following way; when lasing was ob-
of the emission spectra. Over 600-fold increase in the signal served, the mirror C was inserted into the cavity (see Fig. 1
level in the region of 4 8 9 0 A was detected with the align- in order to detect the luminescence from the very spot where

ment of the cavity. As an example, two spectra taken from a the lasing originated. The pump power was reduced sby us-
25-p-thick sample, before and after the cavity alignment, are ing ND filters) to ZZO.4 W to obtain the spontaneous emis-
shown in Fig. 2. Not only is the signal level but also the sion spectrum shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. The strongest

qualitative change in the spectral shape noticed. The lasing peak at 4867 A is '2, the small peak at 4888.5 , is I, andA-
position is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2(A). The halfwidth LO shows up as a shoulder at 4927 A. With the increase of(HWHM) of the laser oscillation is about 3 A in Fig. 2(B) but the pumping power, qualitatively different spectra were ob-may oary withe p rhe laser oscillationemsabout3Aisn i. p -b served. The top spectrum in Fig. 4 was taken at the power
may vary with the pump power. The laser emission is plane- density near the lasing threshold. The emergence of the so-
polarized perpendicular to the C axis of the CdS platelets. called M band at 4871 A makes it difficult to quantitatively

In Fig. 3, the emission signal from the same sample as in discuss the spectral changes. It is obvious though, the lumi-
the case of Fig. 2 is plotted as a function of the pump power nescence intensity in the I, region increases much faster thanin a log-log scale. The crosses are experimental points and nsec nest nteI einicessmc atrta

that in the rest of the spectrum. It is to be noted that the P
the solid line is drawn to aid the eye. The lasing threshold isat 12W pak owe ofthepum bem, hic core- band at 4905 Ag still did not clearly show up at the power
at :I2-W peak power of the pump beam, which corre-
sponds to the power density of approximately 20 KW/cm level near the threshold,at the sample surface. The lasing threshold may be lowered As the pumping power is increased further, the lasing
from the present value by increasing thedime ore shifts toward longer wavelengths accompanied by the in-
reflectivity of the mirror B. crease in its spectral halfwidth as shown in Fig. 5. The in-

hecnvrsiof teficirror B. ecrease in the halfwidth is partly due to the emergence of the PThe conversion efficiency is estimated to be 10% in this band at z49 05 A. At a high excitation level, with the in-
sample. It is not quite meaningful, however, to put too much base at n of lectros excitto the in
emphasis on the absolute value of the lasing threshold or the
conversion efficiency in this work, since the lasing is impuri- band, the exciton density increases, and some of the excitons

ty related and thus varies from sample to sample or from decay through exciton-exciton scattering (P band). 4 It is not

spot to spot even in one sample. The surface quality was also surprising that in the presence of bound excitons the P band
found to greatly affect the lasing effect. appears at a higher excitation level than the bound excitonIt is interesting to note thr Hurwitz observed the lasing luminescence, since a bound exciton is a complex ofone exci-fo aine-emin pumpeCd lat at L z tsemerte ing ton and an impurity center, whereas the P band originatesfrom an e-beam pumped CdS platelet at LHe temperature in fo h neato ew e w xio s
the wavelength region of 4910 A with the estimated conver- from the interaction between two excitons.
sion efficiency of less than 1%. " The CdS sample was sup- Now let us discuss the mechanisms for laser oscillations

posed to be of high purity, and this fact was supported by the in the I, bound exciton region. At LHe temperature the It

lasing in the P-band region. From the comparison between transition is at 4888.5 A with the halfwidth of <0.5 A..
the conversion efficiency of this work and that of Hurwitz, it Nevertheless, we have observed the lasing effect over a wide

appears that the CdS sample with It impurity center can be a wavelength range between z4880. and =4900 A. In other

more efficient lasing medium than the pure CdS. words, the gain profile was quite broad compared to the half-
width of the 1, transition itself. It is most likely that the
broad gain profile is due to the acoustic-phonon-assisted I,

CS'-)transitions. I bound excitons are known to couple stronglyU- ¢ S ( 5 0 ) " A s5*K (compared to 12, for example) to acoustic phonons.4 " Also
the stimulated emission has been observed in the acoustic
phonon wing of the I, (sometimes referred to as the PM
band). 2 This observation led several researchers to propose
a laser scheme involving I, or I2 bound excitons and acoustic
phonons.' 2

."
s To our knowledge, however, a clear demon-

stration of the lasing in this region has not been reported
until now.

. x 7.5 x16 What is noteworthy in our work is that the lasing is
observed not only at the lower energy side (Stokes wing) but
also at the higher energy side (anti-Stokes wing) of the 1,. For
instance, the lasing at frequencies higher than that of 1, by
> 10 cm 'has been observed in all three samples (10, 25, 50

I.I L L .... 3_ 1j reported in this work. It is conceivable that the tempera-
20300 20600 20300 20600 20300 20600 20300 0%00 cm-' ture rise induced by the pulsed-laser irradiation onto the

FIG 5. Laser emission spectra from the 50-p %ample taken at different sample causes the laser oscillations at the higher energy side
pump power levels. Changes in the peak position and the spectral halfwidth of the I,. The lasing at the anti-Stokes wing, however, is more
are noticed, noticeable at low pumping levels. Thus, the temperature ef-
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other as in the case of the 10-A sample used in this work,
CdS Fabry-Perot type interference fringes were observed as
l0p shown in the inset of Fig. 6. The fringe spacings are > I

Scm-', too large to be related to the external cavity length of 5
cm. Besides, the fringe spacing varies with the emission.<~ wavelength. The spacing gets larger toward the longer wave-

lengths, reflecting the dispersion of the refractive index, n, of
the sample. By using the relationship between n and the
fringe spacing A such as

100 
A2 1 A2 1

2d A dn\ 2d i
80- 9 dA

g where d is the sample thickness, the dispersion of h can be
60C 00 .derived. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Our data agree well

20500 p within experimental uncertainty with the value of i obtained2040 , _I205at 4.2 *K by Hurwitz near 4910 A from an e-beam pumped
40 (parallel) CdS laser with no external cavity. 19.20 At 100 *K,

QaO . "  the fringe spacing we observed at the lasing wavelength of

20- =4975 A is > 50 cm-', which implies that a single mode
. -- - operation is possible with a CdS platelet of thickness < 5/2 at

this temperature.2

We finally report that the lasing in CdS could be
4920 4900 4880 achieved by resonant pumping at LHe temperature without

X ( ,) the front mirror B. In this case, the back reflector (mirror A)
and the front surface of the sample form a resonator cavity.

FIG. 6. The dispersion of {n - A (dn/dA )I values deduced from fringe The polarization direction of the pumping laser beam was
. spacings. The broken line is drawn only as a visual aid. The inset shows a

laser-emission spectrum exhibiting interference fringes with the resolution made parallel to the C axis of the CdS sample and its wave-
limited by the instruments. The true FWHM of each spike is about I k. See length was set in the vicinity of the I IB bound exciton at 4862
text for details. A. 2'22 This resonant behavior of the laser action we ob-

served again confirms that the laser emission reported in this
work is indeed associated with I, bound excitons. Experi-
ments involving resonant pumping are still in progress, and

fect does not seem to be the sole cause of laser oscillations will be published elsewhere.
about the I, frequency. Further study is needed to clearly
understand the origin of this phenomenon.

As the temperature of the sample is raised, the lasing
shifts to longer wavelengths. The laser oscillations could be IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
observed up to 250 K. To our knowledge this is the highest
temperature at which an optically-induced laser action has We have demonstrated lasing effects from the CdS se-
been observed in CdS. Up to 40 K, the lasing frequency does miconductor platelets in an external cavity by optically
not change much. At higher temperatures, the lasing fre- pumping the samples with 4-nsec dye laser pulses. A very
quency decreases at the rate of - 6.45 x 10-4 eV/K, which simple experimental geometry was used employing a hemi-
is faster than the rate of the reported band-gap energy spherical resonator cavity, thereby simplifying alignment
change, - 5.8 X 10- eV/*K. 6 Since the It bound excitons procedures. Furthermore, in our experimental configura-
are supposed to dissociate between 30 and 50 *K,8-" pro- tion, the pump beam characteristics such as the power den-
cesses other than 1, transitions are involved with the lasing at sity, the wavelength and the polarization direction can be
higher temperatures. According to the theoretical calcula- easily changed without disturbing the cavity alignment. The
tions in Ref. 5, exciton-electron scattering is the dominant only medium (other than the sample) inside the cavity is the
mechanism for lasing in the high temperature region. cryostat dewar window so that the cavity loss is kept mini-
Fischer et al. also regarded the laser action they observed in mal. The low pump threshold value of = 12 W found in this
an e-beam pumped CdS as due to exciton-electron scatter- work suggests that the sample can be pumped by light
ing. "' The lasing wavelength of = 5180 A we observed at sources other than lasers. In fact, the lasing effect has been
250 'K agrees well with the result of Fisher et al. ' Thus it observed in our laboratory by exciting the sample with the
seems reasonable to assume that the laser action were ob- superflourescence from the dye mixture. We have also
served at temperatures beyond the dissociation point of the shown that the lasing can be achieved up to 250 "K, the high-
I, is associated with exciton-electron scattering. est temperature for the optically-pumped CdS laser oper-

When the two surfaces of the sample are parallel to each ation reported so far. Green laser emission near 5180 A is
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observed at this temperature. As is well known of semicon- 'K. Wiinstel and C. Klingshirn, Opt. Commun. 32,269 (1980).
ductor lasers, a broader range of tunability from UV to IR 2C. B. Roxlo, R. S. Putnam, and M. M. Salour, IEEE J. Quantum Electron
can be achieved by using different semiconductors as lasing QE-18. 338 (1982); A. Fuchs, D. Bebelaar, and M. M. Salour, Appl. Phys.

Let. 43, 32 (1983).
media, including compound semiconductors and hetero- 'See for example, S. W. Koch, H. Haug, G. Schmieder, W. Bohnert, and C.
structure semiconducting superlattces.2  Klingshirn, Phys. Status Solidi B 89, 431(1978) and references therein.

We have identified the observed lasing phenomena as 'D. Magde and H. Mahr, Phys. Rev. Lett. 24, 890 (1970. Exciton-exciton
interaction was first proposed by Benoit A la Guillaume as one of the pos-

associated with 1, bound excitons in view of the lasing fre- sible mechanisms that can give rise to the P band observed in the e-beam-
quency position. A relatively broad gain profile is attributed pumped CdS (Ref. 17, below).
to the participation of acoustic phonons in the lasing transi- 'H. Haug, J. Appl. Phys. 39, 4687 (1968).
tion processes. The involvement of the I in the observed 'E. Gobel and M. H. Pilkuhn. J. Phys. (Pan's) 35, C3-191 (1974).

'One should be cautioned that prior to the publication of Ref. 4, some of
lasing action is more firmly established in the resonant laser oscillations observed at the P-band region were mistaken as bound

pumping experiments, where I B states are directly excited. exciton transitions.
Detailed mechanisms for the lasing processes, however, can- 'D. G. Thomas and J. J. Hopfield, Phys. Rev. 128, 2135 (1962).

not be understood fully by the experiments reported here A. Kuroiwa, H. Saito, and S. Shionoya, Solid State Commun. 18, 1107
(1976).

alone. The dynamics of the formation and the decay of the '"C. Klingshirn and H. Haug, Phys. Rep. 70, 315 (1981).
bound excitons, their interaction with acoustic phonons, and "G. Huber, J. Billie, W. Braun, and T. Fisher, Phys. Status Solidi A 18, 489

the competition between extrinsic (impurity related) and in- (1973).
swill become more clearly understood if '2H. Liebing, P. Mengel, and W. Ruppel, Phys. Status Solidi B 72, 431trinsic processes wilbcm24rlalyudrto (i95f

(1975).

high-resolution time-domain experiments are carried out." "C. E. Hurwitz, Appl. Phys. Lett. 8, 243 (1966).
The origin of the lasing at frequencies higher than the I, may "J. J. Hopfield, in Proceedings of the International Conference on the Phys-

also be better elucidated through time-domain experiments. 'cs of Semiconductors, edited by A. C. Strickland (Bartholomew, Dork-
We hope that our work reported here will evoke the interests ings, 1962), p. 75.

'A. F. Dite, V. 1. Revenko, V. B. Timofeev, and P. D. Altukhov. Zhet. Fiz.
of the theorists in this area. Pis. Red. 18, 579 (1973).

"'V. H. Redelt, Z. Naturforschg, 15a, 269 (1901.
"C. Benoit A la Guillaume, J. M. Debever, and F. Salvan, Phys. Rev. 177,

567(1969).
"'T. Fisher and J. Billie, J. Appl. Phys. 45, 3937 (1974).

C. E. Hurwitz, Appl. Phys. Lett. 8, 121 (1966).
M2it should be mentioned here that the experimental data points in Fig. 6

"M were put together from several spectra taken at different excitation levels.
Henceforth, the dispersion shown in Fig. 6 may differ from that taken by

The authors are grateful to Dr. R. C. Reynolds and Dr. other experimental methods such as cw transmission measurements.
Ithis !, arises from the !, neutral acceptor state and an exciton formed from a

Y. S. Park for kindly supplying the CdS platelets used in hole in the second valence 'and. For more details, see Ref. 8.
work, and to Dr. W. Spitzer for the loan of a valuable equip- 2R. Baumert and J. Gutowski, Phys. Status Solidi B 107, 707 j1981).
ment. One of us (JJS) would like to thank Dr. R. K. Chang, "See for example, H. Kressel, Semiconductor Lasers and Heterojunction
Derm.LEDs (Academic, New York, 1977).
Dr. M. D. Levenson, Dr. Y. B. Kim and Dr. R. W. Hell- 2 See for example, Picosecond Phenomena III, edited by K. B. Eisenthal, R.
warth for illuminating discussions. This work has been sup- M. Hochstrasser, W. Kaiser, and A. Laubereau (Springer, Berlin, 1982),
ported by the ONR N0014-81-K-0513. Part VII, pp. 332-395.
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Photoacoustic study of two-photon absorption in hexagonal ZnS
Y. Bae, J. J. Song, and Y. B. Kim
Department of Physics. University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90007

(Received 10 August 1981; accepted for publication 28 September 1981)
Photoacoustic detection technique is employed to investigate two-photon absorption (TPA)

effects in ZnS over a wide frequency range with polarized 5 nsec dye laser pulses. By analyzing the
dispersion and polarization dependence of TPA, we find that near the band gap, the TPA in ZnS
occurs via allowed-forbidden type one-step, two-photon transitions.

PACS numbers: 78.20.Hp, 78.20.Dj

INTRODUCTION way that for a laser beam plane polarized along the z axis of
the sample, the relevant quantity isIm" .'.. • For crystal-

The high sensitivity of photoacoustic spectroscopy line samples with no center of inversion symmetry such as
(PASI technique has been amply demonstrated in various ZnS, additional contribution to/5f arises from non-zero sec-
one-photon absorption measurements. .2 As previously re- ond-order susceptibility terms X ("'. In this case, X "' in Eq. (2)
ported, the pulsed PAS technique is also suited for the study is replaced by effective ... which can be written as12,13

of nonlinear absorption in solids." -
5 In this work, extensive

two-photon absorption (TPA) study in hexagonal ZnS is re- 1v)ff = 111 2 4 121 (2(3)

ported. The TPA measurements were made over a wide fre- 3 E(2C) - e(w)

quency range, using 5 nsec polarized dye laser pulses and the where e(w) denotes the dielectric coefficient at w.
sample-transducer configuration. The TPA effect in ZnS The calculation of the frequency dependence of ? in
was previously investigated by two-beam transmission tech- semiconductors requires the knowledge of the parameters of
nique employing a flash lamp and a strong pump laser (Ruby the several bands that participate in the two-photon transi-
or Nd:YAG)."x The dispersion data were limited to near the tion processes. Exact calculation of?, therefore, is in general
band gap region below 4.2 eV or a few discrete points be- very difficult, if not impossible.
tween 4 and 5 eV. No significant attempt was made to com- There are several different approaches in calculating
pare the dispersion with theory. o.9.14-17 Here we follow the formalism which Berequlin et al.

In this work, the dispersion of two-photon absorption developed specifically for II-IV compounds to apply for
was photoacoustically detected between 3.65 and 5.5 eV their CdS experiments. Briefly, the theory deals with a non-
with a dye laser beam plane polarized along the optic (z axis) parabolic (Kane) two band model," and the intermediate
of the ZnS sample. The data were compared with the TPA virtual states are taken to be the valence and conduction
coefficients measured with a circularly polarized beam. The band themselves. The possible two-photon transitions were
dependence of TPA on the mutual orientation of the polar- group-theoretically investigated using the irreducible repre-
ization direction of the light and the crystalline axes was also sentation of the energy band extrema and the dipole momen-
investigated at a few frequency points. By adopting the theo- turn operators. The result of their calculation, therefore, can
retical approach of Berequlin et al..' our measurements be directly applied to the specific polarization conditions of

- could be used to determine the dominant TPA mechanism the TPA measurements near the band gap.
tallowed-allowed, or allowed-forbidden transition) as well as For a laser beam linearly polarized along the optic (z)
the two-photon transition processess (two-photon absorp- axis (ej Iz), the TPA dispersion can be expressed as follows:
tion %s two-stage, one-photon absorption) in the ZnS sample. (i) in case of allowed-allowed transition

I. THEORY /3 , (- 1)1/24 -5* (4)
The attenuation ofa laser beam of intensity !, travelling (ii) in case of allowed-forbidden transition

along the x axis of a crystal sample, can be described by /31 (- 1(3/24 -5/2[18(I.54 - 1)-- 2 +

dI /dx = -la +/L, (1) 2(4 + 1)"2(1.5 + + 64 2 g-- 7 21 ,
2  (5)

where a and fl are the one-photon and two-photon absorp- where 4 = 2hio/(Eg), Eg is the energy gap of the semiconduc-
tion coefficients of the sample. respectively, and higher-or- tor, and we assumed that the index of refraction nits) does
der processes have been neglected. '" By using third-order not vary in one-photon frequency range of our interest (far

optical susceptibility tensor y '. 3 can be expressed as below the energy gap). By comparing the measurements off?
with Eqs. (4) and (5) we can determine whether the two-

13 = Imr,11 - wo.(). - it), 12) photon transitions in the sample we study are of allowed-
C nld) allowed or allowed-forbidden type.

* where n is the refractive index of the light at frequency to, Additional information on the sample material can be
and the spatial indices i.j, k. I are determined by the sample ascertained by investigating the anisotropy off?. The aniso-
symmetry and the incident laser field polarization, in such a tropy can be revealed when the laser polarization direction is
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varied relative to the sample orientation. I-or a plane-polar- -

ized laser beam travelling normal to the optic axis of the lntensity Dependence

hexagonal crysta! (C,, ), the polarization angular dependence 4790 A
. ofB can be expressed as follows: znS

0 fiO/LBi(0= 0)] = I+A sin29 + Bsin4 0, 16 - too- thickness 2mm

where 0 is the angle between the optic z axis and the incident o
laser field , andf (0 ( was normalized to I when 0 z. Thetwo & ,
coefficients A and B in Eq. (61 can be expressed in terms of -

third-order nonlinear susceptibilities or vice versa,' 0

=I +A +B,

---'; _ A + 2 7-

Z 4

• The above equation (7) shows that there are three indepen- .
dent tensor elements involved in our experimental geometry 1 5 o o 
and once the absolute value of one element, for example Loser Power (Relotive)

l/ (6 Iz), is known, the rest can be determined by measuring FIG. 1. Laser power dependence of photoacoustc signals from the ZnS
the angular dependence of/5f. It should be noted that due to crystal. Experimental data are represented by dots with the error bracket
the birefringence of the sample, the initially plane-polarized affixed to them. The solid line indicates the quadratic dependence of the

laser field becomes elliptical as it traverses through the sam- signal on the laser power.

pie along the x direction. Equation (6) was derived for a suffi-
ciently thick (compared to the thickness of a quarter-wave
plate) sample, incorporating the birefringence effect. ' In the
case of ZnS, the quarter-wave plate thickness at the laser 10 - ... .

.. wavelength 5000 A is 31 p.' 7000 6000 5000 4500 4000
For the purpose of comparison, we show the angular

dependence of the linear absorption for the same geometry TPA Spectrum

as in the case of Eq. (6), Zn S

a(O )/[a(O = 0)] = I + C sin 2O, (8) 8 - II Z-oxis
where a was again normalized to I for 6 1z. For Eqs. (6) and
(8), we see that there is a distinct difference between the an-

'" gular dependence of the linear and the two-photon absorp-
tion effects. _

6-

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The photoacoustic two-photon absorption experimen- Y.

tal setup used for this work is essentially the same as that
reported in Ref. (4). The 5-nsec, 15-pps nitrogen laser- U

pumped dye laser was the excitation source. The hexagonal 4too
ZnS sample (C,,, ) was oriented and cut along the major axes ,_-"

to the dimension of 10 X 10 X 2 mm. The light travelled nor-
mal to the optic z axis lying on the 10 X 10 mm surface. A 1/2

- in.-long PZT transducer was glued to the 2 X 10 mm side of '
the sample. Both the large front and back surfaces were high- 2'
ly polished to minimize the direct scattering of the light to 2

the transducer.
The photoacoustic signal and the laser power in front of

the sample were simultaneously monitored. At a fixed fre- /
quency, the laser power dependence of the photoacoustic
signal was investigated by using ND filters to ensure that our

* signal is indeed of the two-photon absorption in origin. An 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
Two Photon Energy (eV)example of such measurement is shown in Fig. I. Up to a

certain power level the square-law power dependence was
from two-photon absorption processes. FIG. 2. Photoacoustic TPA spectrum ofZnS taken with the laser field plane

os edspeepolarized along the optic axis of the crystal. The top horizontal scale repre-At higher laser power levels, however, a saturation effect sents the incident laser wavelengths.
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xwas noticed. This phenomenon can also be explained within Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the framework of TPA theory associated with thick bulk The TPA spectrum in the range of 3.65-5.6 eV is shown
samples' in Fig. 2. The TPA coefficients increase smoothly up to 5 eV,

When the laser frequency was varied (while maintain- then increases sharply beyond that point. Overall, the/3 val-

ing the same power levelih the signal level increased or de- ues vary by about four orders of magnitude in the energy
creased exhibiting the dispersion of the TPA signal.' At range we examined.

each frequency. the laser power dependence measurements The previously reported TPA data in ZnS were ob-
such as that in Fig. I was repeated and the quadratic depen- tained by two-beam transmission technique. The absorption

dence was confirmed. The wide range of the laser wave- of the weak probe light (flash lamp) was induced by the
length, 4400-6800 A, was investigated in this work by using strong pump laser beam (Ruby or Nd:YAG) and the probe
different laser dyes. In order to increase the accuracy of our beam transmission through the sample was monitored. The
measurements, we tried to use as many different dyes as pos- TPA dispersion data were limited to near the band gap re-
sible so that the lasing range of one dye overlaps that of gion below 4.2 eV'- or a few discrete points between 4 and 5

another dye. Altogether nine different dyes were used for the eV.' No attempt was made to compare the dispersion data
measurements shown in Fig. 2. with theory. The TPA coefficients measured at 4 eV varied

The polarization state ofthe laser beam was made linear between 2X 10 'and 4x 10 'cm/MW, which correspond
or circular by using a Glan laser polarizer and/or a Fresnel to Imy values of 3.5 x 10 esu and 7 x 10 esu,
Rhomb. respectively. For the anisotropy measurements respectively."
shown in Fig. 3 the laser beam was made circular first and Since our experiments were carried out using a single

then the linear polarizer was rotated to maintain the same dye laser source and the previous measurements were made
power level. It should be noted that each data point in Figs. 2 with two beams at different frequencies, a), and co,, our data
and 3 was deduced from several measurements made at dif- /3 (2co) cannot be directly compared with previous data,
ferent power levels to ensure the p2 dependence. 3 (&, + o, = 24w). Also, depending on relaxation mecha-

U In estimating the laser power inside the sample, the re- nisms of the excited electronic states in the conduction band,
flection from the sample surfaces was considered indepen- the photoacoustically-detected TPA dispersion data can dif-
dent of the polarization state or the wavelength of the laser fer from those measured by optical techniques. However,
beam. The anisotropy of the hexagonal ZnS is rather small, general variation of the spectrum in the energy range pre-
for example, at 5000 A, n, - n,, = 0.004. The dispersion of viously investigated appears to agree reasonably well with
the index of refraction is also weak in our wavelength region; our data within the experimental uncertainties.
n changes by less than 6% between 4400 and 6800 A. When comparing with the previous data, it should be

noted that for the TPA measurements made at two beams at
different frequencies (wo #.,), the coefficient 96 in Eq. (2)
increases by a factor of 2 due to the change in the frequency ...

T 6 2 600 arguments ofi) -y (, w, w.,, - w,). Thus the# measured ".1 ro"C 600 6250 6000 "A ..
with one-beam at w, /3 (o + o = 2w) can be approximated by

6. one-half of/i (w, + w, = 2(o) for the same two-photon ener-
' P:. Spectrun' gy.' "With this approximation and by taking/(co + w 2 = 4
•eon Bond Edg;e I eV) = 3 × 10 'cm/MW, the smallest/ value we measured
ZrS 1 is deduced to be s--3 x 10- 6 cm/MW. This value, however,

11 zshould not be taken as the sensitivity limit of the present
1.5- , E xpermental technique since only a few KW laser peak power was used

- and the signal to noise ratio was still about 5 in this measure-
* ment. Therefore the present technique appears to have a po-

tential as a sensitive tool for the detailed study of the absorp-
tion edge.

The TPA spectrum near the band edge was compared
with the theory. The experimental data agreed well with the
dispersion calculation based on allowed-forbidden type tran- ....

sitions/3 '(Eq. 5), but showed clear discrepancy with the
calculation for allowed-allowed transitions, /3 " (Eq. 41.
Tht dominant term in the two expressions/3" "and/" 'is
• - W -and(Z - I 2 respectively, and the increase ofex-
perimental /3 values near the edge is too fast to be fitted by the

3. 3. 8 3.9 40 .1 .2 - square-root dependence, I. - 1) In Fig. 3 we show the
T~o Pholon Energy e(V1 TPA data near the band edge together with the calculated

curve/i' using the energy gap E = 3.63 eV. 22 The experi-

FIG 3 The photoacoustic TPA spectrum ofZnS near the hand edge i, mental point at 3.9 eV was normalized to the theoretical
,hnn ith the theoretically calculated cur'e using Eq 15 value at the same energy. The deviation of the experimental
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L neor Poloraotion Dependence TABL I. Relative '" values' deduced from the linear polarization depen.

12 ZnS dence of TPA measured in ZnS.

* ,Wavelength

j 0

10 4790 I.10 0.22
6390 1.00 0.34

X( denotes lmrn ,,...,

08

14 4790A*

x 6390A°  two-stage absorption pi-ccesses did not make noticeable ef-

fects on our measurerrent.
0 30 60 90

Angle )) IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

FIG 4 Linear polarization dependence ofTPA in ZnS The experimental The photoacoustic spectroscopy technique is demon-
data are fitted %ith the theoretical formula in Eq. 61, 0 represents the angle strated to be a sensitive method of studying nonlinear ab-
ibeteen the polarization direction ofthe incident laser and the optic axis of sorption effects in a solid sample. From the anslysis of the
the cr~tal. photoacoustically-detected dispersion as well as the linear-

circular dichroism (LCD) of/3, the allowed-forbidden type
transition was found to be the dominant two-photon absorp-
tion mechanism in ZnS. The linear-polarization dependence

points from the theory toward the high energy values is not was also observed to be consistent with what is expected
surprising in view of the simplified band model used in the from TPA theory. This polarization dependence together
calculation. with LCD indicates that the contribution of any linear ab-

The allowed-forbidden transition processes are further sorption or of two-stage absorption to our experimental data
evidenced by our two-photon linear-circular dichroism is not significant.
* LCD) measurements.' The TPA coefficients for linearly po- It should be mentioned that the present TPA theories
larized beam, /1,,,. were measured to be larger by 10%-20% do not offer full description of our experimental data. The
than those for the circularly polarized beam, #,. According dispersion was interpreted toward the band edge leaving the

* to the theory based on a -ftransition, the ratio,6ii/#,,, is high-energy region unexplained. The interpretation of the
i larger than 1, but does not exceed 1.2 up to 5.5 eV.2' Our linear polarization dependence relies only on the group-

measurements show reasonable agreement with the theoreti- theoretical formalism. Extension of the present theory in-
cal values. Thus, from the measurements of the dispersion as cluding the effect of several bands would not only provide
well as those of LCD, we can conclude that the TPA in ZnS better understanding of the nonlinear optical absorption
takes place via allowed-forbidden transition processes. processes, but also reveal more accurate information on the

Finally, we discuss our data of the linear polarization band structure itself.
dependence of TPA in ZnS (See Fig. 4). We show our aniso-
tropy measurements of/3 at two different wavelengths, 4790 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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S.. PHOTOACOUSTIC DETECTION OF POLARIZATION-DEPENDENT

NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALS

By

Y.Bae, J.J. Song and Y.B. Kim
Department of Physics

University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90007..

.-

Using photoacoustic detection technique, we have

investigated two-photon absorption (TPA) effects in oriented

single crystals, ZnS (hexagonal), ZnO and SrTiO 3 , with

- particular attention to the dependence of TPA on the

frequency and polarization of the incident laser beam.

A nitrogen-laser-pumped dye laser (5ns, l5pps) was the

excitation source. The photoacoustic signal was detected

using a PZT transducer and a gated boxcar integrator.

Significant efforts were made to determine the optimum design

of the transducer, theoretically as well as experimentally.
-6

._ TPA coefficients, 1, less than 10 cm/MW could be detected

using laser powers of a few KW.

Since one-photon absorption and'TPA obey different

polarization selection rules, the measurements of the

C17"*' "-4t :
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polarization-dependent TPA effects in crystals are valuable

in understanding their energy band structures. The measure-

ment of the linear-circular dichroism of 8 is also useful in

studying the nature of the TPA processes in semiconductors.1

In Il-VI semiconductors, 8 for a linearly polarized beam

I. , was measured to be larger than 8 for a circulary polarized

beam. It was also found that 8 is dependent-on the relative

V orientations of the crystals with respect to the polarization.i :i
,. direction of the laser field. Such variation was detected

.1 j even in a cubic crystal SrTi0 3 , in contrast to the case of

linear absorption. In II-VI compounds, however, 8 was found

to be independent of the crystal orientation if the laser

beam traveled along the sixfold z-axis of the samples. These

' H. observations are consistent with what is expected from a

group-theoretical analysis.

I.i In Fig. 1, we show, an example of our experimental data

obtained in ZnS at 4800A as a function of the angle e
L7 .'*I between the z-axis of the crystal and the polarization

. direction of the electric field. 8 was normalized to unity

at e 0. For this geometry, the angle dependence of 8

should behave according to the following equation:

( = Asin2 + B sin4 E Eq. 1. .. .. O(o=o)

D "where A and B .depend on the excitation energy and the sample

U'** . .
.1 . .. .
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* properties. our data were fitted with Eq. 1 using A and B as

usting parameters, and the best fit is shown as a solid curve

in Fig. 1. . j

We will present our experimental results and discuss their

implications, based on the theoretical work in Ref.' 1. aI
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Photoacoustic detection of nanosecond-pulse-induced optical
absorption in solids

Y. Bae, J. J. Song, and Y. B. Kim

Photoacoustic detection of optical absorption in bulk solid. is investigated with sample-transducer configu-
ration using 5-nsec tunable dye laser pulses. The technique is shown to be sensitive for the measurement:
of nonlinear as well as linear absorption. The analysis of the resonant character of the piezoclectric trans-
ducer and the photnacoustic response of solids is also presented.

I. Introduction We first theoretically analyzed the function of the
Recently the photoacoustic (PA) detection technique piezoelectric transducer as an acoustic wave detector.

* has received much attention as a sensitive tool for the Then we experimentally compared the PA signal re-
measurement of low absorption in various forms of sponse from the several transducers with various lengths
materials.- 1 1  In particular, pulsed photoacoustic and confirmed the resonance behavior of the transducer,
spectroscopy became very attractive because strong which is expected from our theoretical analysis. With
short pulses can induce nonlinear optical effects, such proper choice of the transducer, we could measure
as Raman gain and two-photon absorption (TPA), and two-photon absorption coefficients 13 smaller thain 10 6
they also enable the study of various phenomena that cm/MV in SrTiO3 and ZnS. We also found that
occur in a short time scale. 4

-b around the 5000-A region, the PA spectrum in Nd11:
In this paper we report our investigation of pho- glass is consislent with the transmission data. To otir

toacoustic effects in bulk solid samples arising from knowledge, this work is the first report on PA detection
linear or nonlinear absorption of 5-nsec laser pulses over in solids by the ST technique with nanosecond laser
a wide frequency range. Previous photoacoustic'[PA pulses.
investigations in solids were limited to the measure-
ments at a fixed (1.06 mm) (Ref. 6) or a few discrete II. Operation of Piezoelectric Transducer as an
wavelengths using microsecond long laser pulses.5 Acoustic Wave Detector

Among the various experimental configurations to For application of the piezoelectric transducer to
measure photoacoustic spectra of solids, we chose the PA detection, we need to undeistand the electrical
solid-transducer (ST) technique over the solid-gas- response of the transducers under acoustic excitation.
microphone (SGM) or the solid-liquid-transducer As the first step toward understanding this'effect, we
(SLT) techniqueY The piezoelectric detection method consider the operation principle of the piezoelectric
offers a distinct advantage in the time domain over a length-expander with end electrodes as shown in Fig.
gas-microphone system. Also ST is expected to be 1(a).' 2, 13 V and I denote the voltage and current driven
more sensitive than SLT due to superior impedance to the transducer, respectively. The velocity of the end
matching between the solid sample and the transducer. surface and the force exerted upon them are denoted by
Moreover direct contact between sample and detector I and i", respectively. The transducer dimension is
will minimize the acoustic wave attenuation in the in- represented by l, w, and d. Figure 1(b) shows the
termediate medium (liquid in SLT, for example). general electrical equivalent circuit of this transducer,

which was derived in Ref. 12 for the case of alternating
temporal motion of the piezoelectric medium with an-
gular frequency w. The sound velocity of the medium
is denoted as v. N, Co, and Zo are the material-de-

The authors are with University of Southern California, Physics pendent constants here (for details, see Ref. 12).
Department, os Angeles, California 9=17. Next we apply this idea of an electrical equivalent

Received 22 June 1981. circuit to the piezoelectric transducer as a detector of
0003 69358 2/O10035-6So10. sound waves IFig. 2(a)1. The transducer produces the
0 1982 Optical Society of America. voltage V between the electrodes at both ends when
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w detector is that the source impedance Z, also becomes
S- -I 1 - _. infinity at the resonance. For actual measurements we

, FZ slhould consider the signal voltage drop across the source
u 4 - 0 - u - impedance when using an instrument of finite input

- ximpedance.

]t vSuppose that a finite impedance ZL is loaded across
(a) + - the output terminal of the transducer. Then the load

voltage VL will be

iZ0ion(wl/2v) Lh VL - V ZL (4)
I -CO  1:N U ZL + Z'

, ,on('- I wl zo
F (a i2tat td wt 2 ea +(an : 1 2CuZ, (5)

r. -the load voltage becomes
wdaljwCoZL

Fig. 1. (a) Piezoelectric transducer with end electrodes. The ex- VL.,res Ci -1 2N)citing electric field is parallel to its length; Mb complete equivalent 2

circuit (f the length-expander (see text for details). We can also easily prove that the load voltage obtained
near resonance conditions turns out to be the maximum
for the finite load ZL. Thus it is desirable to choose the
transducers that satisfy the resonance conditions.

Z It will be interesting to investigate the response of the
detector to an acoustic wave having overtone frequency

solid .V components of the fundamental resonant frequency.
According to Eq. (1), the source voltage tends to become
smaller for higher overtones. This tendency, however,

Vbecomes reversed for the load voltage in Eq. (6).

Ill. Experimental Setup

transducer Figure 3 shows our experimental setup. The dye
laser was pumped by a (doubled or tripled) Nd:YAG
laser (Quanta-ray) operating at 10 pps with 5-nsec du-

(a) , (b) ration. The dye laser beam passed through a number
of optics and was incident on the sample through a

Fig. 2. (a) Sample-transducer configuration; (b) equivalent circuit converging lens. Both the photoacoustic signal from
of a piezoelectric detector shown in Fig. 2(a). the PZT transducer glued to the sample and the inci-

dent laser power were simultaneously monitored
through the signal and the reference channel, respec-

excited by the stress wave a, originating from the heat tively. The piezoelectric signal was measured with a
source. The electrical response of the transducer can boxcar integrator (PAR 162) in conjunction with an
be deduced from Fig. 1(b). The F2 terminal can be amplifier with 1-MU input impedance and I-MHz
considered as shorted for the free end at x = I and the bandwidth. The laser power was detected by the
F, terminal as coupled with the stress wave. By taking combination of a silicon photodiode and a radiometric

SF, 
= wdal and F2 = 0 we obtain, in a straightforward

way, the Thevenin equivalent circuit. The source Sonwie
voltage V and the source impedance Z, are given as L' s r., NOV GIP B.S. Le

follows: Los ,La 0'V

z~cow 2v .0

iI 2N 2 t an1' ()

CW Z2uCo 2.= ec c

From Eq. (1) we see that the source voltage becomes I '",'

infinity (i.e., resonant) when the transdtucer length I is Oscslloicove ,, * ~ fOldti an odd multiple ofX/2:

2. 2 (3)
2 2'Fig. 3. Photoacoustic experimental setup. NDF, GTP, and BS

where X is the wavelength of the acoustic wave. An- represent the neutral density filter, the Glan-Thomson polarizer, and
other striking aspect of the function of the piezoelectric the beam splitter, respectively.
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.__.____--_r___The largest peak in the wave train is the first positive
, ,,. one. The signal starts -2 jse after the triggering

| t i 1 I[ l point, which closely corresponds to the incidence of the
laser pulse on (lie sample. Considering the sound wave

, L- i velocity, 5000 m/sec in glass"1 and 3980 m/sec in the

-!! ! , .; 1 : " ' 1'ZTceramnic,"' we estimate that the 2-psec interval is
! .... the time taken for the acoustic wave to travel through

the sample and the transducer. Te main frequncy

Sfill appears to be -t250 klz. This value is close to the
___._..%71 resonant frequency, calculated using the frequeinct

: , 31 'X" coastant of thie PZT material mentioned in See. cI.

xcc " c , r(rdf The frequency of the acoustic wave in a sample is the-
oreticaly expected to be depnd ent on the laser bea

t'i , . r . q J diameter inside the sample. 18 We observed, however,

f'! ' SJ.. .. ... , , respo.nse that t ae with the wave train, i.e., 250 ktz,

b ,te , ad A . , 1 remained fixed with the change in the beam iocu may

46 d gemetry. r de also noted that te frequency did not
Fitg 4 (Iiltl14, .tra~v-,,I 1,. i,,t,,at,u\idt hsgnal fr,,, Nd glas bhange with different samples or even in the case
excited b 5 i cl.-er pul.- (tr.Wedchkr lrngi -- 6.35 lie 1115 P ..cr- bewhere the sale was severely damaged due to high

hc. 0.2 V/di . laser power. These observations cal be retharded as an
cai.indrication that the transducer is sensitive lnly to the

filter. s Togeccther tc Vl produc a flat s1.3lr,,l respose acoustic waves with thie resonant frequency of the
lengthv it) hthe an i ,. 'et iutlU ara, 7 b lengthofttransducer itself. At tie same time this behavior may
channe l we.re obserted on the oscil,dope (TektroNlix also be regarded as indirect exserimetal evidence of
465) and recrded I duallchasnil orip chart re- t e resant characteristic.s expected from E.( .  Thecorder. Th y acr\a , inc yeadseq- beating effect observed may be clue to the interference

itVIntVohced. between tivo primary waves and the waves reflected at
IMenal cin 'l vit ) t r d erchar- tie sample bundaries.

aceritics (of tihe bUea. ' i nt cange dcuringo the laser Tile resonant behavior of the transducer is well il-scanning. lustrated inl Fig. 5, which shows the PA signal v's the

i is9 t e ra ed a 4legth of the tranducers. Among theeight transduc-len gh \&ith the s-ine c ro,o-sv .c iun l ar,,a, 5 X 7 am ,

Eaoh %a "'hied e5- a s)orpt side o the Nd:gla eurd, maximum responsivity was obtained at 12.7 ram.

rod, thith h i hd di tiniit, i i if 5 X 5 X *A) 11111, 11d
its Outpu~t voltage wvas meamired io idt-ntital expcwri-

mental c mnditi rns. h t r a t. , t c .I
cerawic 55ietl5 The frb ct cYs .o''tp' o n 0he 4e-

rami is .95 klz Inshtn used ai a thl sse.i ex- 1.2 dS tli.,... ~~Panlder.l".l PZ15nsue

The a r absorption nf the N glass w , i aured it Nds Gonss

g500 0 A. t i- g a 12.5 1 1 it |g I;d I ,d k r \% I]it h I , %% 1.0 51 a 7.6 M

found bo the hin, I re,,iioi a-. imIli i pca-
oulv intined trai dutcr ltm. e e I
The expe rimental arragament for the. ti w,,itn 

E 0.8 XL. 51404

asorptio dncas itreit is c.nluscalle Ie anie r-, that G
forr e absored tin n fr easurott.t of the Nd.
glass.o I0.6
In both the linear two-hton a),rption ea-

sure nts, the pt tram esdpowerttcedIn Of tisn
signal was i th\estigated tcr use wa.35 mrr-n t with etlarrmtwl 0.4

neutral density filters i mst ase, t laer peak t ero t

V. B of t S
shpownr insue F ig. 4. cm The thel sample wasd 5o mmee in Fg .Lnt-ewnef epiyo tetasues oi
thickness aFurthe €tail ot thed as 6.35rimen ircl e O.rven lh ",,ietl xii iaucrtit niae

legth. froe iglexhibts r.dcrattpced etrai Ndasswl b h erro Tra anci du.h l'n l is mio n it)adtee setx

[-as beatings. fur detaih, l.
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Table 1. Calculated Fundamental Resonance Frequency and the truin shown in Fig. 6 is the plot of the ampl itutde of the
Observed Signal Frequency Defected by the Various Lengjth Transducers

Directly Attached to Nd:Glass Under the 5-nsec Laser Pulse Excitation first peak which appeared 7 psec after the laser pulse
heat injection. The distinct two peaks are identified

Length Observed signal Calculated fundamental as 4C,912 anld 2(, 9 /2 manifolds. For the purpose of
(mm) freuenc reonaci fequncy comparison, we mneasured thle transmittance spectrum

1.27 2.0 MHz 1.6 Mliz of the sam e samnple using a Beck man spect rophot oreter
1.911.4M~z .1 HIZ(ACTA MVI). The total absorption derived from the

2.54 1.0 Mhlz 780 kHz~
6.35 240 kiiz 310 kHz PA spectrumn agreed well with that measured with the
12.7 120 kHz 160 kHz spectrophotometer in thle wavelength range exam-
19.1 80 Liii 100 kiiz ied.
25.4 30 kliz 78 kiiz Farrow et al. '!'measured the absorpt ion of Nd:glass

44.4 20 kilz 45 Liiiusing a photiracoustic technique with the ih suc
modulated at 135 liz. The resulting PIA data were quite
different from the absorption spectrum taken by the

Not much change in the signal was observed below I = transmission technique inl tile same wav'elenrgth range.
2.5 mm. TFable I lists thle observed frequency of the PA The existence of Ithe peak 4

(;,, 2 was not clear in their PA
wave train as well as the calculated fundatnental reso- spiectrumt. It is rel~orted that thle lifetime of thle level
ilaJce frequency for each transducer. T1he observed (4F 3 1 ) that dominantly contributes to the radliative
frcquency appears to be clo.,e to the calculated values, emission processes of Nd'" ions is of Ithe order of 700
The larger discrepancy for long Ones may be due to the psec. 20 Ilt R~ef. 19 the lihotoacoustic sig-nal was moni-
fat.t that the long transducers deviate from the azsutned tored for at lon- (compared with 700p~sec) period oif time,

tircknss-xj indr gomery.We aso noticedilhat nut while tile i(Itis are cont inuously excited by thle incident
olY thle signial lt\vel bjut al ,o the SNU was poorer for photons. In our experimients, however, PA signals are
Ilnger tral.-dueerb, pih due to thie slow envIron- mionitore-d ShOrtly (a few-microsecond range) after thle

6 mclilal oi nanosecond laser excitation. The comp~licatted relax-
'Ihle o .. ,AIL signal from the solid is considered to at ion dynamics of Nd''I ions may have caused thle dis-

coi-i~~~t (,I ~ jiin Aa lr d i crent frequencies crepancy observed between thle transmnittance data and
Iaj.1 - .itt rf Out Fa~h t ransduicer svnse4 anl the PA results taken by the cw techinique. Thie re-

II .k .,l I i, -t I reqt~rii. it-s art close to its ownl sembllan(c Of our PA data taken with naniosecondJ pulses
-i I 'c;,iti At ti nr poit, we w ould like to and the transmiission data indicates that the two ab-

niL .1..t. ;1 1!- o% ld io t Lt. surprised to obs~erve tle sorption peaks have similar mnechaiismns for generating
sI. . a. .. .. r-p t 11w III litiihie 101- )liiralige acousl w waves in the lime scale of our expvriments. It

It 1h lt X,1 11S I1L ' Ir t 100) MIIL I laer pukes. will be interesting to compare the PA measurements
II i . 1ki Ik' a - \ lv tak ug Into atcount the with the absorption data over a mutch wider Wavelength

Citlitt~ - - InI d Srrljliltt1I-d piture, we may range using short laser pulses.
*cttll'li t I IL. kt' ii t ii tjt ali dl ig, 2ta0 i s a vibrating WVe also report our nonlinear absorption measure-

(irk Iv- I )(i la,dit ict Iiat tile cirt le \% ill expand to ment ili transp~arent bulk crystals (SrTiQ,, ZnS, anti
t01V Milijkn~lill SILLt Alt-r tile beat injection is oiver, thle
Siltrac ing, t irce %0 I shirink to a size sitithher thani its

equrhibriar, val due to t(lie rt:Aotitig force arising froli
thle Ctlat1 it)ic of thle ritedrurnl, \1ile tile heat dliffuses to
thle burruundilit; mlediurm. ''lie canalogous case may Nbe!
found in a simiple pendulum which is excited within 5
nst,:and then released to oscillate freely. The free us- <'
cillal ion frequency of the pendulum will bie governed by
its own-i chiaricteristic frequency.

V. Photoacoustic Detection of Linear and Nonlinear
Absorption in Solids

WVheni a laser pulse of power P is incident on a sample, r' 1
* the stress dlevelop~ed in a solid canl be written inl thle W,

* form uKcPK 2 8 2  Vn

where a and 0 are the linear and two-photon absorption M G/1
coefficients of the sample, respectively, Kif and K2 de- M I I_______
pend onl material prop~erties anid thle laser beam char- 4900 5000 - 510 5200 5300

*acteristics. LASER WAVELENGTH
We measured the PA signals from Nd 3 '-:glass in the

range from 4800 to 5400 A (coumarin dye 500) using a Fig. 6. Chart recorder trace of the laser power atnd the phutoacoustic
12.7-mmn thick transducer. The photoacoustic spec- signal fromn Nd:glass.
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1000VI. Summary and Concluding Remarks
-" O nn DWe have successfully applied the photoacoustic de-

n De etection technique to the linear as well as TPA mea-
500 51404 11 surements in bulk solids by using 5-nsec tunable dye

Sr TiO3  laser pulses.
Imm IThe electrical response of the piezoelectric transducer

Iunder acoustic excitation was theoretically analyzed and
Z "shown to exhibit resonant characteristics (see Eqs.

(1)-(3)]. The resonant behavior was experimentally
" 100 demonstrated by measuring the PA signal from several

transducers with different lengths attached to an Nd:
z 50 glass sample.

- The PA spectrum from Nd:glass near 5000 A was
measured to be consistent with the transmission mea-
surement. We demonstrated the high sensitivity of the

0. PA technique by measuring very small nonlinear TPA
effects near the hand gap of transparent crystals. We

to further utilized the technique to study the various as-
- pects, for example, dispersion and polarization depen-

5- dence, involved in the TPA effects in crystals. Manu-
5 scripts are in preparation for publication on this (TPA)

subject.16.24

I 1A I 1m l I l 1 I i I | 1 I

5 10 50 00
LASER POWER (relative) L 70 0070 0  6000 5500 5000 4500

Fig. 7. Laser power dependence of a photoacoustic signal from 15
SrTiO crystal. Experimental points are r(.presented by dots with TPA Spectrum
error bracket. Solid line indicates the quadratic dependence of the ST Ti 0S

signal on the laser power. r U 00)

* Pholoocouslic

S- a Tionsmission

. Ti)02 ) with energy gaps larger than 3 eV. As shown in N.
Fig. 7, the PA signal in these samples exhibited qua- A to
dratic dependence on the incident laser power as ex- 0
pected from the TPA processes. Other effects such as
linear absorption or laser scattering from the transducer

-. would not exhibit such a square dependence. The de-
viation ot the signal from p 2 dependence with increasing

. laser power levels may be clue to the optical limiting 0
effect as in the case of two-photon transmission mea-

surements.2 1  2 0

We measured the dispersion of two-photon absorp- "•

tion coefficient fl in these crystals over a wide frequency
range by using several different dyes. Figure 8 shows
one example of our experimental results obtained from J
SrTiOj. By comparing the PA dispersion data with the "
absolute value of d, measured using the transmission
technique, we cotld deduce that the PA signal we
measured near the band gap of SrTioa and ZnS corre-
sponds to#$< 10-6cm/MW.2 2-2 4 In general, of TiO2  3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
was found to be much. larger than that of the nS or Two Photon Energy (eV)
SrTiQ3,

Finally, we would like to mention that the dispersion Fig. 8. TPA dispersion of SrTiO3 obtained by the PA technique.
-* of P near.t he energy gap of ZnS and SrTiO3 could be well Dots represent our PA measurements. Top horizontal scale repre-

fit by the theoretically calculated curves. Details of the sent& the incident laser (one-photon) wavelength. The laser field was
experimental results and the corresponding theoretical linearly polarized along the (100) axis of the sample. Triangles rep-
analysis on the dispersion will be discussed else- resent absolute value measurements of A by the tran3mission tech-
where.16.24 nique.23 Data were normalized to absolute gi at 5.0eV.
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